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Abstract
Representative volume is redefined from statistical
a representative relationship is established among
local volume under consideration, V, a effective
corresponding to the volume, nv, and the coefficient of
effective property, Po.. Then, an arbitrary level of the variation can
set, any V 0 corresponding to a variation below
considered to be acceptable as representative volume. The present
focus on Po. due to variation local volume
depends on
the local microstructural configuration, and can
autocorrelation function of internal structure of
autocorrelation function is formulated based on a rnr'~~·~''
. . . . . . . . . . , . . . mosaic pattern. The representative
of a two phase composite, concrete,
example.
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Representative volume (RV) of a composite material has been
minimum volume on which the measured
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engineering practice .
........... '.........J, .........,....... 11,,,.u_ question, now, is
to . . ....,1. ...,............... _..,•...,
property, Pn,
certain volume.
a composite
there are two possible sources that induce variations
of....,,_,..,·"""'''"..,
microstructural
aggregate in the case of concrete. Apparently, the
fraction depend on the size
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on
of the global average.
variation of
aggregate and the cement paste depend also on
increases, variations
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which Cov( rk,
1s
Assuming rk are . . . . . . . . , ........,. .
k -:;:. 1. For a two
can be
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Now, one can see from Eqs.
of variance of an effective
another problem, that is,
volume fraction.

3

local

Variation of
configurations of the ............ .,...,.._.........
factors, such as
size
of
constituent phases,
evaluation on
includes
these influential
Torquato (1990)
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Pn verses characteristic number ~ at ¢1 = 0.5.
,. ........,.............. on Pn is analyzed by taking K2 / K 1 =
respectively. Poisson's ratio for the two phases are assumed to
1
phase 2 and v1 = 0 .2 for phase 1, and thus
-2v1 )/2(1+ v2 ) = 0.818. From Fig. 3, one can see
...,,,_f"o..,.,L._..__.. ....., .....,L.... especially when ~ is small. The
shown to be negligible.
on the effective bulk modulus of a two
characteristic number for any other
~~A-A ...,-~~ ~~ materials can be obtained in a similar manner.
the effective properties can be determined
progress made in the present study is that the
is not based on qualitative analysis or probabilistic
theoretical modeling. Derivation of
there is no free parameters involved
determined by curve fitting.
..
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...

cementitious materials
number is obtained for a property
a
determination of A becomes a major concern. A
image analysis method which, however, is not
It is therefore desirable to develop a method
solely on those parameters of initial .........,Liu.,_,
assessed in most of practical engineering
portland cement concrete will be taken as an
. . . . , .. _.... . . , ..":..," .......... ,.. how to determine A and RV without

concrete mixing design that are . . . ...,.,., . . . . .,. . .
coarseness A are volume fraction of aggregate
aggregate (particle size distribution).
aggregates, E{D }, can be obtained.
"""....._...... .,.,_... .., .._..._,._Jl case
a transect cutting through the sample
concrete,
same¢a can be obtained as <Pa =E{La}/[E{La}+
average length of the aggregate segments on
average length of the cement paste segments on
coarseness A can be evaluated as (Xi, 1994;
A =IL cp + Aa = 1/ E{Lcp} + 1/ E{La} = 1/[ E{La}( 1 - </>J].
one must
E{La} is not the average size
aggregates, E{ }, obtained from sieve analysis, because E{La} is
average
aggregates on transects used for one
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dimension mosaic analysis. While the sieve analysis gives the average
size of aggregates in three dimension. As a first approximation,
z (2/rc) E{D} (Xi and Jennings, 1995).
The final expression
coarseness A for concrete is
A,=

re

1

2E{D}l-¢a

As an example, let us take <Pa =
and E{D} = 0.7 inch
v1 /v2
aggregate), then from Eq. 14, A= 7.48. According to Fig. 3
= 2, v2 = 0.1, and K2 /K1 = 7, variation of bulk modulus of concrete
below 5 % , the corresponding characteristic number ~ = 23,
acceptable RV = Ro = ~!'A = 3 inch. It is exactly the diameter
most commonly used cylinder size for concrete testing although
standard cylinder size is 6 inch. We now know from the
example that the minimum variation of 3 inch cylinder test for concrete
is about 5 % , and the actual scattering must be larger than 5 % , because
variations due to random sources other than local volume
aggregate are not included in this example. Eq. 14 is valid not
concrete but also for any two phase composites.

6

Conclusions

1. Representative volume is defined from statistical point
First, a representative relationship is established among three
parameters: the local volume under consideration, V, an
property corresponding to the volume, Q v, and the coefficient
variation of the effective property, Pn. Then, an arbitrary level
variation can be set. Any volume corresponding to a variation below
that level may be considered to be acceptable as representative
otherwise should be rejected.
2. The variation of an effective property is due mainly to two
sources, namely, uncertainty of the properties of constituent phases,
uncertainty of the local microstructural configuration. The
study focus on the latter one, particularly on the variation
volume fractions. The variation of the local volume fractions . . . . .,,U'..., ..........
on autocorrelation function of internal structure of the composite
consideration, which has been formulated based on a morphological
model, called mosaic pattern. Two controlling parameters
resulting representative relationship are volume fractions of 'L<'"''"'~ .............., •• ._
phases and characteristic number ~' ~ = A Ro, where Ro is the
of
the local volume and A is coarseness of the mosaic, i.e. the coarseness of
the grain structure of the composite.
u
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